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RRT COMMISSIONS E-VANTAGE SEPARATOR SYSTEM™
FOR GOLD CIRCUIT, INC.
Casa Grande, Arizona, November 7, 2002: RRT Design & Construction (RRT) has completed the
installation of a new recycling system for Gold Circuit Inc. This highly effective system, called
the E-Vantage Separator System™, will automatically process whole monitors, televisions,
printers, faxes CPUs, telecommunications equipment and the whole range of electronic scrap into
glass, plastics and metals fractions. No hand dismantling is necessary.
Gold Circuit, Inc., with corporate offices in Chandler, Arizona, is a leading company in the field
of Asset Recovery by re-marketing, recycling, reselling and disposal of all types of computer and
communication equipment. “We are very excited with the prospect of offering our customers
additional services and competitive pricing through our use of this highly automated system,”
said Gold Circuit President Jim Greenberg. “This new technology is a continuation of our goal to
be a leading processor of electronic scrap in the U.S.”
RRT offers this turnkey system to recycle hard to handle CRT monitors, TVs and other E-scrap in
an economically proven and environmentally safe manner while producing the most marketable
commodities. The system features the unique liberation technology of slow-speed shredding
from SSI Shredding Systems, Inc. and the patented impactor of Andela Products, Ltd. fully
integrated with various separation technologies into a complete system.
RRT also supplies integrated systems to enhance the value of non-ferrous metals, precious metals
and plastics. The company is currently commissioning a plastics processing and sorting system to
test the feasibility of economically sorting mixed engineering resins.
“One of the most pressing needs of E-Recycling is to overcome the economic and environmental
issues inherent in hand dismantling,” says Nathiel Egosi, P.E., President of RRT. “We are very
proud to be able to provide Gold Circuit with this environmentally sound, safe and profitable
technology and wish them continued success.”
RRT Design & Construction, located in Melville, New York, is a leading provider of professional
services and systems for technologically advanced recycling.
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